
                   
 

   

SS10 

Date :  21.01.2017 
Jour : 3 Flash N° : 41 
Epreuve Spéciale :  LA BATIE-MONTSALEON - FAYE Distance : 16,78 km 
Météo : Sunshine 2° 
Conditions de route :  ¾ dry 
 

 

 
 1. OGIER / INGRASSIA  
« It was ok but I was probably too cautious on the icy sections. It's ok, it's not so bad. »  
 
2. TANAK / JARVEOJA 
« We still have some gear shift issues. Like yesterday, struggling with the downshifts. »  
 
3. EVANS / BARRITT 
« This one was really tricky. Frost under the trees and sunshine changing the situation all the time. We have 
a cross tyre choice here - so it was interesting in places! »  
 
5. NEUVILLE / GILSOUL 
« Really tricky but again, we had good infos from our safety crew so we managed to be fast. Car works 
well, we pushed. »  
 
6. SORDO / MARTI 
« Really nice to drive with these conditions. It was definitely better than the previous stage.  »  
 
7. MEEKE / NAGLE 
« We had a problem and had to stop and do some repairs. »  
 
8. LEFEBVRE / MOREAU 
« I lost power-steering near the start. The car was difficult to drive. Okay, now we have a service. »  
 
10. LATVALA / ANTTILA 
« Very disappointed. It is not going as I wanted. I don't know what is wrong but I thought I was driving well 
on this stage. »  
 
12. BREEN / MARTIN 
« Unfortunately we had a problem with our phone between the stages so I couldn't speak to our gravel note 
crew. A network problem I think. I didn't get the ice notes for the last five kilometres. Frustrating. »  
 
 



                   
 

   

SS 10 

Date :  21.01.2017 
Day: 3 Flash N° : 42 
Special Stage:  LA BATIE-MONTSALEON - FAYE Distance : 16,78 km 
Weather: Sunny, 2°C  
Road Conditions :  Mainly dry  
 

 

 
84. VUKASOVIC / GROUX 
Retired  
 
31. MIKKELSEN / JAEGER SYNNEVAAG 
32. KOPECKY / DRESLER 
76. TIDEMAND / ANDERSSON 
“We left with studded tyres. It wasn’t a great choice. We decided to drive safely and get to the arrival 
together to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Skoda’s victory in group 2 in the Rally Monte-Carlo.” 
 
40. BOUFFIER / GIRAUDET 
“Very fast stage. We are fighting for the WRC2 victory but the winner will only have a few seconds over te 
other crews.” 
 
39. CAMILLI / VEILLAS 
“I’m not at all in the rhythm. I’m scared to go off road by going too fast. I wasn’t really in the competition for 
the WRC2 title in this stage.” 
 
35. GILBERT / JAMOUL 
“We made a spin in the very last hairpin, it’s a shame to lose time like this.” 
 
78. BURRI / REY 
“Since this morning, I’m trying not to take any risks because I had already retired twice in this area. This 
time, I’d like to get to the Turini!” 
 
38. BERGKVIST / SJOBERG 
“This Monte Carlo is a great experience; it teaches so much!” 
 
80. BISAHA / HOVORKA 
“We had troubles staying on the tracks because the steering is loose, probably because of a steering joint. “ 
 
42. CRUGNOLA / FERRARA 
“The tyre choice was tough. We left with studs for SS9 but it’s not suitable for SS10.” 
 
108. RENCHET / AMOROS 
“We left with thermogum. We had troubles in SS9 but they were perfect for this stage.” 
 
67. PANZANI / GRILLI  
“Very tough stage as our car, especially the engine, seems to be exhausted.” 
 
 
 



                   
 

   

SS 10 

Date :  21.01.2017 
Day: 3 Flash N° : 43 
Special Stage:  LA BATIE-MONTSALEON - FAYE Distance : 16,78 km 
Weather: Sunny, 2°C 
Road Conditions :  Mainly dry 
 

 

 
106. METIFFIOT / METIFFIOT 
“Kris Meeke was ahead of us in the downhill of Col de Faye. It felt like a video game. That’s why the Monte 
Carlo is magic!” 
 
20. SERDERIDIS / MICLOTTE 
“We’ll probably get a penalty because the assistance came to help us “in the wild”.” 
 
109. LABROUSSE / LABROUSSE 
“We left with studs this morning but couldn’t change in between the two stages. This one was dry almost 
everywhere so the studs were not a good idea.” 
 
107. HAUT-LABOURDETTE / MANZO 
“It’s much better this morning. Last year, I had to retire during this stage so I was apprehensive but 
everything went fine. I can’t wait to be in Monaco tonight.” 
 
111. CHAREYRE / LEBRETTON 
“We almost ended up on the roof because the #94 wouldn’t let us pass, I tried to overtake him in a hairpin 
and almost rolled.” 
 
88. VOSSEN / VAN BARSCHOT 
“Is it because I’m old that I thought this stage was so tough?” 
 
87. SOUFFEZ / SELLIN 
“I’d like to thank my ice crew for writing down all the tricks of the stage. Thanks to them and their notes, we 
managed to have a great pace.” 
 
102. RAGEAU / RAGEAU 
“On my notes, I had written down frost but it was ice! Tough!” 
 
116. BERARD / BERNABO 
“It’s the first time I manage to scare my co-driver because I was going at full speed in the downhill.” 
 
114. FORTUNATO / NETO 
“We went off road quite a lot yesterday. But today seems to be better.” 
 
115. MARTINI / PENGIAL 
“We don’t have any power-assisted steering. I can’t wait to get to the assistance to put an end to the gym 
workout!” 
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